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2Requirements to humidity measurement sistem

Humidity vs DewPoint

Magnus equation

Important points:
1. Temperature in box T

BOX
 -20 С

2. Need to real time temperature control 
in the box and near the sensor (using 
PT100)

3. Case for humidity measurements must 
be far from radiation area.

4. Humidity in the box must be less than 
25%

5. Accuracy of Dew Point measurements 
is near 3%.

6. System should be scalable

RH=100exp (σ− γ )

σ=
b⋅T DP
c+T DP

γ=
b⋅T BOX
c+T BOX



3Humidity measurements

Voltage output from 1 to 5V (step 0.3 mV)

0V for error state

3% accuracy

DMT143 Dew point sensor



4Scheme 1 (the simplest)

N2 flows through the pipe and blows around the sensor
+ Easy to construct



Scheme 1 (the simplest)

Unfortunately, we can't wait while humidity reach the sensor on its own 
through pipes. For 10 meter pipes, humidity rise time for 0 to actual level 
with 1bar pressure is ~3 hours.

For 5% delta this time is... May be near 3 days? And this is not considering 
gas friction!



6Scheme 1 (the simplest)

- No standard tubes (60-80 mm diameter) – or there is no enough space to detector
- Too high flow speed (1 L/s) – or air from cavern will flow inside the box



7Scheme 2 (remote access)

Scheme assumes that we can cut DMT143 in two parts:
  - DewPoint detector + porous metal + threaded 
connection = let's call this part as reciever
  - Amplifyers, ADC, rectifyers, some stuff = let's call this 
part as electronics
if this parts can be divided and spaced a long distance 
using wires than we can put a few recievers in the box and 
connect it with electronics (it will be in safety place) 
using loooong wires.
There is some questions about radiation-hardness of 
ceramics in DEWCAP detector, but it looks decideable.



8Scheme 2 (remote access)

- DRYCAP is the capacitive sensor.
If we cut one part and add long wires, capacity will 
change.
Can recalibration help? It must be checked.



9Scheme 3 (more pipes)

Little case with DMT143 sensor is in the safety place.
If we need humidity measurements in one more point – we can add one more pipe.
Use the PUMP to deliver gas to sensor. And pump to get it out of here.
We can use ELMB system to choose the measured point.



10Scheme 3 (sizes)

- Construction is not so simple. If we want to add one more point – we need to add one more 
pipe and one more pump (but there is still one DMT143 sensor).



11How we can choose measured point using ELMB

ELMB has several analog outputs. If we connect it to relays, it will be possible to choose 
one of pump. It is possible to measure all points one by one.
5 minutes is enough to one point.



12Pump

1.5 L/min
6 V / 0.38 A
Permissible temperature — from -20 to +60 C

Unit price ~300 CHF



What about price?

One-point measurements:
1) DMT143 DewPoint sensor = 1000 CHF
2) 2 pumps (in+out) NMP015KPDC-M(6V): 2*300 = 600 CHF
3) PCB + triggers etc = 200 CHF
4) Copper pipes (2 x 6 mm x 10 m): 20x6 = 120 CHF
= sum: 1920 CHF

For next point:
2.2) One more pump = 300 CHF
3.2) One more relay + trigger + rectifiers + wires + something else = 
20 CHF
4.2) One more pipe (6mm x 10 m): 10x6 = 60 CHF
= sum: 380 CHF for next point



WinCC communication interface

We write some scripts to get 
information from sensor, to 
collect and analyse it.
But it is hard to get information 
without sensor.
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